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Abstract

We design sequences of low—densiLy parity (Jl1V:‘.C.l-L codes that provablu\»' perforni at rates ex-

tremely close to tl1e Sliannon capacity. The. codes are built from highly irrogiilar bipartite graphs

with carefiilly chosen degree patterns on both sides. Our theoretical analysis of the codes is based

on Additionally, based on the assuniption that the u11tle1'lyi11g c.on1n1unic.ation chainiel is

sjy'n1n1et1‘ic, we prove that the ]JI‘OlJEl.l)llll'_'y' densities at tl1e message nodes of the. graph sat.isfjv'

a certain syiriirietry. This enables us‘ Lo derive a succinct desc.ription ol the density evolution

for the case of a belief propagation decoder. F111‘tl1er1noro, we prove a stability condition which

implies an upper bound on the fraction of errors that a belief‘ propagation decoder can correct

when applied Lo 21. code induced froni a bipartite grapli with a given degree distribution.

0111‘ codes are fo11nd by optiinizing the degree st1‘11ct111‘e of the underlying graphs. WE‘. develop

several strategies to perform this optimization. We also present some simulation results for the

codes found which sliow that tl1e perfoianaiice of the codes is very close to the asymptotic
theoretical hounds.

IJ'1.dt:;r Tt!J"Jns Low density parity (Jl1t‘.C.l-L eodesu beliel propagation, turbo codes, irregular
codes

1 I11trod11cti011

In this pa.per we present .iri‘egu.i.'m" |ovv'—density parity check codes (l;l)l’C.Cs] which exhibit pertor—

mance extretnely close to the best possible as tl(_‘.l.L‘1‘II1l11(_‘(l by the Sliannon capacity l01'I[L11ld.. For

the additive white Gaussian noise channel (_AW’G.\'C‘T) the best code of rate one-half presented in

this paper has a threshold Within (].(]6dB from capacity, and simulation results show that our best

l,|)l’(:"~(:'l of length "[05 achieves a bit error probability’ of "I043 less than OX1 3dH aWa_§»' from r,a.pa.citjr,

l1andil_y' beating the best [t111‘lJo] codes liILOW11 so la1'.

LDPCCs possess .'se.ve1'al other distiiiet a.1lvaI1ta,ges over L111'bo—codes. First, the C.0II1pl(_‘Xlt 5: ol‘ heliell

propagation) decoding; is somewhat less than that of t1:1rbo—c.odes and, being fully parallelizable, can

potentially be performed at sigiiificaiitly greater speeds. Second, as indicated in a previous paper

[1], VE!|‘_\_’ low complexity decoders that closely approximate heliet propagation in performance may
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be (and liave l)(,‘.L‘I1) designed for tliese codes. Third, lm\«'—dc11siL_y parity cliecl«: decoding is \«'e1'iliable

in the sense that decoding to a correct codeword is a detectable event. One practical objection to

low—density pa.rity—cl1eck codes has been tha.t their encoding complexity is high. One way to get

a.round this problem is by slightly modif_\;'ing the construction of codes from bipartite graphs to a,

cascade of such graplis, sec [2, 3]. A Llilleicrit solution for practical purposes, which does not require

cascades, will be presented elsewhere

Let us recall some ba.sic notation. As is well known, low—density parity—cl1eck codes are well repre-

sented by bipartite graphs in which one set of nodes, the r:r,I.rir.'b."£ node.-a, corresponds to elements

of the codeword a.n d the other set of nodes, the rt'h.ert'k n.or."es-.4 corresponds to the set of pa.rity—c.l1eck

constraints satislied by codewoids of the code. Rt-.gula'r'low—density pa1'iL_y—cl1ccl: codes are those for

which all nodes of the san1e type have the san1e degree. Thus, a (3,6)—regular loW—density parity-

cheek code ha.s a graphical representation in which a.ll variable nodes have degree 3 and all check

nodes have degree 6. The bipartite graph determining such a code is shown in l<"ig. '1.

U I

Figure 1: A (3,(*i)—regular code of lengtli 10. There are l(] variable nodes and 5 check nodes. For

each checl; node c.,- the sum (over GF('2)) of all adjacent variable nodes is equal to zero.

For an irrc:gulc1.rlow—clensi1:y parity—cl1eck code the degrees of each set of nodes are chosen accorcl—

ing to some distribution. Thus, an irregular loW—density parity—checl< code might have a graphical
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represe1Lt.ation in which ltall t.he varia.ble nodes have deg1‘ee 5 and half hawe degree 3, while hall

the constraint nodes have degree ti and half have degree 8. For a given length and a. given de-

gree sequence (finite distribution) We define an en..sembl'e of codes by choosing the edges, i.e., the

connections between Variable and check nodes, randoml_\;'. More precisely, we enumerate the edges

emanating lirorn the variable. nodes in some a1'lJit1‘a1'_v order and proeee.d in t.he sarne way with the

edges emanating from the check nodes. Assunie that the number of edges is E. Then a. code ( a par-

ticular instance of this ensemble) can be identified with a permutation on E letters. Note that all

elements in this ensemble are equiprobable. In practice the edges are not chosen entirely randomly

since. e.e1'tain poterttially t1ILl0rtt1IL‘d.t.(_! events in t.he graph eonst.1'11ct.ir_m can be easily avoided.

In a 1'ee.e1'Lt. paper‘ [1] we presertted an itS_VII1_'[)t()l.lf.‘. analysis of LDPCCS under Inessage passing

decoding. Assume we have the following setup:

1. VVe. are given an o1'de1'ed family olbinary—inp11t discrete memo1'_vless Lthannels pa1'amet.erized

by at real pa.raInete1' 6 such that if (51 < 52 then the Lthannel with pa.1‘aInete1' 62 is a pl1ysie.all_v

degraded version of the channel with parameter 6 .. Further, each channel in this family fulfills

the channel s_3«'rr1rnetrjy' condition

Pt:/lit? = 1J=1J(—;ul:Ir= —1)- (1)

2. A sequence of code ensembles (.’,.[/\,p) is specified, where 73. is the length of the code and
13 .r_ .2 .r_ . .

/\(_;r) :: Z‘-‘i_1 )t.;.*r:” 1 (_p(_;r) :: Z:::;1,r,a.;.~'r:” 1) is the. \«'a.1'1a.lJle (_elLec.l«:) node degree. sequence.

More p1'ec.isel_y, /\€; ('05) is the lraetion of edges emanating from varia.ble [c.heel:) nodes of
,1 H J ‘

degree 1'. Note that the ra.te of the code is given in terms of }\{__:c] a.nd p(:c) as l — _0 . ,

A 1I1e..ssa.ge passing decoder is seleet.ed. By delinition, 1nessa.ge.s only c.onta.in er:£r'13n.sr'(: inlor—

mation, ie, the messa.ge emitted along a.n edge C does not depend on the incoming message

along the same edge. l“urther, the decoder fulfills the following s_t;'InI11etry conditions. l“lip—

ping the sign of all incoming messages at a. variable node results in a flip of the sign of all

outgoing 1r1e..ssa.ge.s. The .syrri111<_!t1'y condition at a. eheel<. node is slightly more irivolved. Let

C‘ be a11 edge emanating from a check node If. Then flipping the sign of i incoming messages

arriving a.t node 6, excluding the messa.ge along edge 6, results in a. change of the sign of the

outgoing message by [—l )i. In all these cases. only the sign is cliangerl, but the reliability

remains uI1elLa.1Lge.d.
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Under the above a.ssumptions there exists a threshold 6* with the following properties: For any

( > U and (5 < 6* there exists an *n.((._b) such that almost every code] in C.n‘(/\,_p),_ -n, > ‘ir[(,(5)._

has probability of error smaller than 6 assuming that transmission takes place over a c.hannel with

parameter 6. Conversely, if the transmission takes plac.e over a channel with parameter 6 > 6*,

then a.lmost any code in C.,L(/\_,,o] has probability of error uniformly bounded away from 7'.ero.2

lfurther, for the important case of belief propagation decoders a procedure was introduced tha.t

enables the ellicient cornputation of 6“ to any desired degree of acct11'ac_x_=. In [1] threshold values

and si111ulation results were given for a Variety of noise models, but the c.lass of low-density parity-

check codes c.onsidered was largely restricted to regular c.odes. In the present paper we present

results indicating the remarkable performanc.e that can be achieved by properly chosen -.ir-reg-u,lm*

codes.

The idea underlying this paper is quite straightlorward. Assume we are interested in transmission

over a partic.ular memoryless c.hannel using a particular message passing dec.oder. Since for every

given pair of degree sequences ['/\._p) we can determine the resulting threshold value c‘i*_, it is natural

to search for those pairs which maximize this threshold.3 This was done, with great success, in

the case of erasure channels [5, 6, T]. In the case of most other channels of interest the situation is

much more co111plicated and new methods must be brought to bear on the optimization problem.

Fig. 2 compares the performance of the (3, 6')—regular LDPCC (which is the best regular such code)

with the performance of the best irregular l,l)l’(:'l(:'l we found in our search and the performance of

the standard parallel turbo code introduced by Berrou, Galvierix, and Thitimajsliima. All three

codes haxre rate one—hall‘ and their per‘lo1'rna.nce under belief propaga.tion decoding over the A‘/VGNC

is shown for a c.ode word length 105. Also shown is the Shannon limit and the threshold value of

our best l,l)l’(:'l(:'l [_U" : 0.9718‘). l"‘rom this figure it is clear how much benefit can be derived from

optimizing the degree sequences. l"‘or 71 : 'l06 and a bit error probability of "I045, our best l.l)l’C(L

is only U.13dB away l'ro1n capacity. This handily beats the per‘lo1'rna.nce of tu1'bo—codes. Eve.r1 more

impressive, the threshold, which indicates the performance for infinite lengths, is a mere [).[)(*5dB

away from capacity.

lMore precisely, t.he fraction of codes for which the above statement. is true converges exponentially (in :1") fast
to 1.

3‘»Ve Conjecture that this is actually true for every Code in C,,,[:)\, ,0).
3\Ve rriay also optirni'.t(* degree .-aequcnees under various <:orIsl.ra.inl.~:. For cxaanple, the la.rg(*r l.he clegrecs used the

larger the code size needs to he in order to approa.elI l.he predicted aayrriptollc. Therefore, it is highly desira.l)l(* to
look for the best degree sequences with some a priori bound on the size of the degrees.
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